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Abstract

Several randomized techniques have been proposed for
privacy preserving data mining of continuous data. These
approaches generally attempt to hide the sensitive data
by randomly modifying the data values using some addi-
tive noise and aim to reconstruct the original distribution
closely at an aggregate level. However, one challenge here
is whether the reconstructed distribution can be exploited
by attackers or snoopers to derive sensitive individual data.
This paper presents one simple attack using Inter-Quantile
Range on reconstructed distribution. The experimental
results show that current random perturbation-based pri-
vacy preserving data mining techniques may need a careful
scrutiny in order to prevent privacy breaches through this
model based inference.

1 Introduction

A large number of privacy-preserving data mining tech-
niques uses randomized data distortion techniques to mask
the data for preserving the privacy. A key element in pre-
serving privacy and confidentiality of sensitive data is the
ability to evaluate the extent of all potential disclosure for
such data. In other words, we need to be able to answer to
what extent confidential information in a perturbed database
can be compromised by attackers or snoopers.

The scenario we consider in this paper is that a single
party (data holder) holds a collection of original individual
data. Each individual data is associated with one privacy
interval. The data holder can utilize or release data to the
third party for analysis, however, he is required not to dis-
close any individual data within its privacy interval. For
example, one company collects its employees’ personal in-
formation (e.g., income, age, etc.) and needs to release this
data set to the third party for analysis. Since each employee
has his/her concern on the privacy of their personal data, the
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company should figure out ways to release data while guar-
anteeing no individual data can be derived by attackers or
snoopers within its privacy interval.

The current randomization based privacy preserving data
mining approaches [2, 1, 13, 10] seem to fulfill this need.
These approaches generally attempt to hide the sensitive
data by randomly modifying the data values using some ad-
ditive noise. The perturbed individual data is expected to
be dissimilar with its original one (or lie out of its privacy
interval), hence the individual’s privacy is assumed to be
preserved.

This paper questions the utility of such randomized data
distortion techniques for preserving privacy and urges cau-
tion. The goal of all randomization based approaches is that
certain aggregate characteristics (i.e., mean and covariance
matrices for numerical data, or marginal totals in contin-
gency table for categorical data) should remain basically
unchanged though individual observations are perturbed. In
other words, all existing randomization based approaches
assume the estimated distribution̂Fx reconstructed from
randomized data (z = x + r, wherex andz represent the
original and the perturbed data respectively whiler rep-
resents noise) should be the same or close to the original
data distribution,Fx. One natural question arises: Do those
aggregate characteristics or distributionF̂x contain confi-
dential information which may be exploited by snoopers
to derive individual’s sensitive data? Note that once the
collection of data is released, it will be impossible to pre-
vent misuse. The attackers or snoopers may exploit var-
ious techniques to derive or estimate those sensitive data.
The authors, in [1], pointed out that the (aggregate) recon-
struction of the attribute values could provide a certain level
of knowledge which can be used to guess a data value to
a higher level of accuracy and proposed a privacy metric
which takes into account this fact. In the following, we
will show one simple attack, based on Inter-Quantile Range
(IQR) of the derived distribution, which may be exploited
by attackers or snoopers to derive private individual data.
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1.1 Attack Based on IQR

Let us consider a scenario where we have a set ofn orig-
inal data valuesu1, · · · , un. Eachui is associated with one
privacy interval[ul

i, u
u
i ], whereui ∈ [ul

i, u
u
i ]. The privacy

interval [ul
i, u

u
i ] represents the privacy requirement of sen-

sitive dataui pre-defined by its owner. Please note that this
privacy interval[ul

i, u
u
i ] is specified by its data owner and

the data holder is required to satisfy all individual’s privacy
concerns although different data owners may have different
privacy concerns (some of them may be even unreasonably
restrictive) on their individual data. In other words, the data
owner disallows attackers or snoopers to derive or estimate
this sensitive data falling into its privacy interval.

Most existing randomization based approaches add a
random numbervi, which is drawn from some known dis-
tribution, toui, the value of a sensitive attribute. The ran-
domized valueũi = ui + vi is then released. To pre-
serve the privacy, noise distribution ofv is expected to be
large so allũi (or a large fraction of̃ui in practice) satisfy
ũi /∈ [ul

i, u
u
i ]. However, the reconstructed distributionF

′

U

also provides a certain level of knowledge which can be ex-
ploited by attackers or snoopers to estimate individual val-
ues with a higher level of accuracy. For example, from the
reconstructed distribution, snoopers may learn one aggre-
gate information such as “95% customers from 28223 zip
code and with Asian background have wages[70k, 80k] ”,
then they can safely conclude that the customer’s wage lies
in [70k, 80k] with 95% confidence level once one customer
is determined to be from this class. If[70k, 80k] happens
to completely lie in this customer’s privacy interval, we say
disclosure happens.

1.2 Paper Outline

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we briefly revisit some existing randomization based pri-
vacy preserving data mining techniques, which will be used
in our experimental evaluation. In Section 3 we present in
detail how IQR based attack works and discuss briefly how
to quantify value disclosure and information loss. We ex-
tend IQR to confidence region for multi-variate case. Sec-
tion 5 presents our experimental results. We discuss related
work in Section 6 and offer our concluding remarks in Sec-
tion 7.

2 Randomization Based Privacy Preserving
Methods Revisited

This section presents a brief review of some represen-
tative randomization based privacy preserving data mining
techniques. For each technique, we briefly discuss how to

reconstruct the estimation of density functions or individu-
als from the perturbed data set given the noise distribution.
In this paper we only consider random additive perturba-
tions that try to preserve continuous valued data privacy by
adding random noise while making sure that the underlying
distribution is still accurately preserved. Continuous val-
ued data are widely prevalent among different data mining
applications.

In this paper, we use the tilde conventions to denote per-
turbations. A symbol with a tilde over it always denotes a
perturbed quantity. The unperturbed quantity is denoted by
the same symbol without a tilde.

2.1 Agrawal & Srikant’s AS Method

Agrawal and Srikant [2] first proposed the development
of data mining techniques that incorporate privacy concerns
and this work has been extended in [1]. In [2], the originaln
data valuesu1, · · · , un of a one-dimensional distribution are
viewed as realizations ofn independent identically distrib-
uted (iid) random variablesU1, · · · , Un, each with the same
distribution as the random variableU . To hide these data
values,n independent random variablesV1, · · · , Vn have
been used, each with the same distribution as a different
random variableV . Given u1 + v1, · · · , un + vn (where
vi is the realization ofVi) and the cumulative distribution
functionFV for V , Agrawal and Srikant proposed the fol-
lowing method to estimate the distribution functionFU for
U givenn independent sampleszi = ui + vi andFV .

Using Bayes’ rule, the posterior density functionf
′

U (u)
of U , given thatU + V = w, can be written as

f
′

U =
fV (w − u)fU (u)

∫ ∞

−∞ fV (w − z)fU(z)dz

wherefU (.), fV (.) denote the probability density func-
tion of U andV respectively. When we haven independent
samplesui + vi = wi, the corresponding posterior density
can be obtained by averaging:

f
′

U (u) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

fV (wi − u)fU (u)
∫ ∞

−∞
fV (wi − z)fU (z)dz

For sufficiently large number of samplesn, the above
density function is expected to be close to the real density
function offU (u). Since the true densityfU (u) is unknown
in practice, the authors suggest an iterative procedure where
at each stepj = 1, 2, · · · , the posterior densityf j−1

U (u)
estimated at stepj − 1 is used in the right-hand side of the
above equation. An extension to multi-variate data of this
method can be found in [7].

Figure 1 shows a case in which we reconstructed a
Plateau distribution with the help of the AS algorithm. The
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Figure 1. Reconstructed Plateau distribution
from perturbed data with noise of Gaussian
(0,0.3) distribution using AS algorithm

data set contains 9,750 points which were generated by fol-
lowing Plateau distribution with range (0,1). We added
Gaussian noise with mean 0 and standard variance 0.3.
From Figure 1, we can see that the reconstructed distrib-
ution from AS method is close to the original distribution.

2.2 Spectral Filtering (SF) Based Reconstruction
Method

The authors, in [13], pointed out that although the data
may look apparently different after the random additive per-
turbation, it is possible to extract the original data by using
spectral filtering techniques.

Consider a noise matrixV with same dimensions asU .
Here we use calligraphic upper-case variable, e.g.,U , V , to
denote a set of attributes. The random value perturbation
technique generates a perturbed data matrixŨ = U + V .
The objective of spectral filtering based approach is to de-
rive the estimation̂U of U from the perturbed datãU based
on the random matrix theory. The authors, in [13], provided
an explicit filtering procedure as shown below.

1. Calculate the covariance matrix ofŨ by Ã = ŨT Ũ .

2. Since the correlation matrices are symmetric and pos-
itive semi-definite, apply spectral decomposition onÃ
to getÃ = Q̃ΛQ̃T , whereQ̃ is an orthogonal matrix
whose column vectors are eigenvectors ofÃ, andΛ̃ is
one diagonal matrix with the corresponding eigenval-
ues on its diagonals.

3. The noise matrixV considered in [13] is generated
using iid Gaussian distribution with zero mean and

known variance. FromV , the noise varianceσ2 is cal-
culated. Using random matrix theory, the pair ofλmin

andλmax, which provide the theoretical bounds of the
eigenvalues corresponding to noise matrixV , are ob-
tained.

4. Extract the firstk components ofÃ as the principal
components by comparingλi with λmin and λmax.
λ̃1 ≥ λ̃2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ̃k are the first k largest eigenvalue
of Ã and ẽ1, ẽ2, · · · , ẽk are the corresponding eigen-
vectors. These eigenvectors form an orthonormal basis
of a subspacẽχ. Let X̃ = [ẽ1 ẽ2 · · · ẽk]. The orthogo-
nal projection on tõχ is Pχ̃ = X̃X̃T

5. Reconstruct estimated data usingÛ = ŨPχ̃.
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Figure 2. Reconstructed distribution of Signal
2 with Gaussian distribution noise (0,8) using
SF algorithm

The main idea of SF method is that it first separates the
signal eigenstates from those belonging to the noisy eigen-
states and then project the perturbed data on to the subspace
spanned by the signal eigenvectors. The authors in [13]
showed that the spectral filtering technique can reconstruct
both the density distribution and the original data accurately
when a small or medium level noise is used. In our paper,
we are more interested in how SF works when a large noise
is applied since we aim to compare it with AS method.

Figure 2 shows a case in which we reconstructed a sinu-
soidal distribution with the help of the SF algorithm. The
data set contains 300 points and 35 features and was pre-
viously used in [13]. Each feature has a specific trend like
sinusoidal, square, and triangular shape. The data set is per-
turbed by adding a large Gaussian noise with zero mean and
8 standard deviation. We can see that the reconstructed dis-
tribution is not very close to the original one.



2.3 Other Methods

The work in [1] presented an improvement over the
Bayesian-based reconstruction procedure, AS, by using an
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm for distribution
reconstruction. Furthermore, the authors proved that the
EM algorithm converges to the maximum likelihood es-
timate of the original distribution based on the perturbed
data. They also claimed that when a large amount of data
is available, the EM algorithm provides robust estimates of
the original distribution.

Recently, Huang et al. in [10], investigated how corre-
lations among attributes affect the privacy of a data set dis-
guised via the random perturbation scheme and proposed
methods (PCA based and MLE based) to reconstruct orig-
inal data. We would point out that the pairs of eigenvalue
and eigenvector obtained from spectral filtering provide the
solution of the classical PCA problem, i.e.,

max
︸︷︷︸

xT x=1

xT Cx

It is easy to check that minimizing the usual Lagrangian ex-
pressionxT Cx−λ(xT x− 1) implies thatCx = λx. Thus,
x is the eigenvector with largest eigenvalue. The procedure
continues by finding that linear combination with largest
variance which is uncorrelated with the first, and so on. By
exploiting the data correlation, they can reconstruct more
accurate data. To defeat this correlation based reconstruc-
tion methods, they proposed a modified random perturba-
tion, in which random noises are correlated. The authors, in
[9], showed an upper bound for reconstruction error of spec-
tral filtering based technique. Hence attackers or snoopers
may even exploit this bound to assess their estimates.

These recent works [1, 10] claimed to be able to recon-
struct the data distribution more effectively than the AS or
SF algorithms. One natural question is whether attackers
or snoopers may be able to derive individual’s private data
within its privacy interval by exploiting this accurately re-
constructed distribution.

3 Deriving Individual Data Using IQR

3.1 Quantification of Privacy

In this section we show the reconstruction of the data
distribution provides a certain level of knowledge which can
be used by attackers or snoopers to estimate a data value to
a higher level of accuracy.

Definition 1 Quantile [5]. A random variableX is defined
by a distribution functionFX (or a probability density func-
tion fX). The numberxp, for a given value ofp between 0
and 1, is called the p-th quantile of the random variable

X , if P (X < xp) ≤ p andP (X > xp) ≤ 1 − p, where
P (X < x) = F (x) =

∫ x

−∞ f(ǫ)dǫ.

Definition 2 Inter-Quantile Range (IQR) [5]1. The Inter-
Quantile Range[xα1

, xα2
] is defined asP (xα1

≤ x ≤
xα2

) ≥ c%, whilec = α2 − α1 denotes the confidence.

The IQR [xα1
, xα2

] is used to measure the amount of
spread and variability of the random variable. Hence, it can
be used by attackers or snoopers to estimate the range of
each individual data,ui, with confidencec = α2 − α1. For
a givenc (e.g., 95%), the range[α1, α2] is not unique. We
use[(1 − c)/2, (1 + c)/2] in this paper whereas the corre-
sponding IQR range is[x(1−c)/2, x(1+c)/2].

The authors, in [2], use a similar measure that defines
privacy as follows: if the original value can be estimated
with c confidence to lie in the interval[xα, xβ ], then the
interval width xβ − xα defines the amount of privacy at
c confidence level. Please note that the confidence inter-
val here is different from the classic one defined in statis-
tics where a confidence interval gives an estimated range
of values which is likely to include an unknown popula-
tion parameter (e.g., mean value), the estimated range be-
ing calculated from a given set of sample data. If indepen-
dent samples are taken repeatedly from the same popula-
tion, and a confidence interval calculated for each sample,
then a certain percentage of the intervals will include the
unknown population parameter. In our scenario, the confi-
dence interval means coverage range. In other words, if we
know that[xα1

, xα2
] coversc percentage of data, we can

say[xα1
, xα2

] covers a given data withc confidence.
If the estimated range[x(1−c)/2, x(1+c)/2] contains the

individual’s private dataui and fully falls within individ-
ual’s privacy interval[ul

i, u
u
i ], we say that this individual

data isfully disclosedby IQR attack. In general, we use

di =
[ul

i, u
u
i ] ∩ [x(1−c)/2, x(1+c)/2]

[ul
i, u

u
i ] ∪ [x(1−c)/2, x(1+c)/2]

to measure how close the IQR obtained by attackers or
snoopers is from individual’s privacy interval. In our ex-
periments, we compute both the number of individuals with
fully disclosure and the average disclosure usingD =
1/n

∑n
i=1 di.

3.2 Quantification of Information Loss

The utility of the data, at the end of the privacy preserv-
ing process, is another important issue. It is obvious that
the more the noises are made to the database, the less the
database reflects the domain of interest. Therefore, an eval-
uation parameter for the data utility should be the amount

1Inter-Quantile is a general case of Inter-Quartile Range which only
considers 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and 1 quantile points.



of information that is lost after the application of privacy
preserving process. Usually the measure used to evaluate
the information loss depends on the specific data mining
techniques with respect to which a privacy algorithm is per-
formed. For example, for a classification problem, the au-
thors in [2] measure the inaccuracy in distribution recon-
struction by examining the effects on the misclassification
rate.

Given the perturbed valuesz1, · · · , zn, it is (in general)
not possible to reconstruct the original density function
fX(x) with an arbitrary precision. The greater the variance
of the perturbation, the lower the precision in estimating
fX(x). The authors in [1] refer the lack of precision in es-
timatingfX(x) as universal information loss and adopt the
metricI(fX , f

′

X) in terms of distribution incurred by a re-
construction algorithm in estimatingfX(x).

I(fX , f
′

X) =
1

2
E[

∫

ΩX

| fX(x) − f
′

X(x) | dx]

The proposed metric equals half the expected value of
L1-norm between the original distributionfX(x) and its
estimatef

′

X(x). Note that the proposed metric is univer-
sal in the sense that it can be applied to any reconstruc-
tion algorithm since it depends only on the original density
fX(x), and its estimatef

′

X(x). Note that information loss
I(fX , f

′

X) lies between 0 and 1;I(fX , f
′

X) = 0 implies
perfect reconstruction whileI(fX , f

′

X) = 1 implies there
is no overlap betweenfX(x) andf

′

X .
For those methods (e.g. SF method [13]) which also aim

to reconstruct individual data, we also apply the following
definition to measure the information loss in terms of indi-
vidual data.

Definition 3 LetU, Ũ ∈ C
m×n, and let| · | be a Frobenius

norm onCm×n. The Frobenius norm ofU is the number

‖U‖ =

√
√
√
√

m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

u2
ij

The absolute error iñU regarded as an approximation toU
is the number

ae(U, Ũ) = ‖Ũ − U‖

If U 6= 0, then the relative error iñU is

re(U, Ũ) =
‖Ũ − U‖

‖U‖
In this paper, we cast our analysis in terms of absolute

and relative errors of matrices, instead of component-wise
bounds. The use of absolute and relative errors gives per-
turbation evaluation a simplicity that makes them easier to
interpret.

4 Extension to Multi-Variate

When multiple confidential attributes exist, we can ex-
tend IQR for each single numerical attribute toconfidence
region for all attributes together. In practice, the distribu-
tion of multiple numerical attributes are often modeled by
one multi-variate normal distribution,N(µ,Σ), whereµ
denotes a vector of means andΣ denotes a covariance ma-
trix. In thep-dimensional space, the confidence region will
be an ellipsoidal region given by its probability density con-
tour.

From [11], the ellipsoid{z : (z − µ)
′

Σ
−1(z − µ) ≤

χ2
p(α)}, which is yielded by the paths ofz values, contains

a fixed percentage, (1 − α)100% of data values. Proba-
bilities are represented by volumes under the surface over
regions defined by intervals of thezi values. The axes of
each ellipsoid of constant density are in the direction of the
eigenvectors ofΣ−1 and their lengths are proportional to
the the square roots of the eigenvalues (λi) of Σ. The vol-

ume of an ellipsoid{z : (z − µ)
′

Σ
−1(z − µ) ≤ χ2

p(α)} is
given by

vol(E) = η(
√

χ2
p)

p

| Σ1/2 |

or

vol(E) = η(
√

χ2
p)

p p
∏

i=1

√

λi

whereη is the volume of the unit ball inRp, andλi is the
i-th eigenvalue of matrixΣ.
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Figure 3. A constant density contour for a bi-
variate normal distribution

Figure 3 shows one constant density contour containing
95% of the probability under the ellipse surface for one

bi-variatez =

(
z1

z2

)

, which follows a bi-variate nor-

mal distributionN(µ, Σ) with µ =

(
µ1

µ2

)

and Σ =



(
σ11 σ12

σ21 σ22

)

. λ =

(
λ1

λ2

)

is the eigenvalues of covari-

ance matrixΣ and two axes have length ofc
√

λ1 andc
√

λ2

respectively, herec = 2.45 as
√

χ2
2(0.05) =

√
5.99 =

2.45. We can see that the major axis of ellipse is associated
with the largest eigenvalue (λ1). The size of this ellipse is
given by5.99

√
λ1 × λ2, asχ2

2(0.05) = 5.99.
Please note that the ellipsoid may be exploited by attack-

ers or snoopers to derive the region of confidential individ-
ual values. It is easy to see that we can also derive simul-
taneous confidence intervals by projecting an ellipsoid onto
each axis in a p-dimensional space. The projection of this

ellipsoid{z : (z − µ)
′

Σ
−1(z−µ) ≤ χ2

p(α)} on axiszi has
bound:

[µi −
√

χ2
p(α)σii, µi +

√

χ2
p(α)σii]

5 Experimental Results

We use two data sets in our experiments. The first one
is one Bank data set which was used in [14]. This data set
contains 5 attributes (Home Equity, Stock/Bonds, Liabili-
ties, Savings, and CDs) and 50,000 records. In our exper-
iments, we focus on the Stock/Bonds column. The second
data set we used is from [13]. It contains 300 points and 35
features. Each feature has a specific trend like sinusoidal,
square, and triangular shape. We focus on sinusoidal signal
in our experiments.

Perturbed data is generated using both Uniform and
Gaussian distributions. For uniform distribution, the ran-
dom variable is generated from range[−α, α] with mean
0. For Gaussian distribution, the random variable is gener-
ated with zero mean and varying standard deviations. Please
note that the SF method only works with Gaussian distrib-
ution while AS method generally works with any distribu-
tion.

5.1 IQR from Reconstructed Distribution Using
AS with Uniform Distribution

In Figure 4, we show a case in which we reconstructed
stock/bonds distribution from bank data set with the help of
AS algorithm. The perturbing distribution is Uniform dis-
tribution [-125, 125]. Figure 4(a) and 4(b) show the density
distribution of the original data and of reconstructed data
using AS method respectively.

Figure 5 shows how the number of full disclosed points
varies with the individual’s privacy interval. Since we do
not have real privacy interval for each individual data in the
original data set, we generate its privacy interval by using
[ui(1−P ), ui(1 + P )] for each valueui of the Stock/Bond
column in Bank data set. We experiment manyP values
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Figure 5. Disclosure of Bank distribution with
Uniform noise (AS algorithm)

ranging from 35% to 80% in our experiments. The confi-
dence threshold for the IQR is taken to be 95% in all our
experiments.

Recall that the individual data is said to be fully disclosed
if it can be estimated with 95% confidence that the IQR in-
terval [x1, x2] covers the original valueui and its privacy
interval [ul

i, u
u
i ]. In this figure, the curve (labeled as Di-

rect) shows the percentage of points whose perturbed value
completely lies in the individual’s privacy interval for each
varying P . We can see that they are less than 0.3 for all
P values. In other words, perturbation seems to success-
fully preserve the other 70% individuals’ privacy. However,
the number of fully disclosed points is actually much larger
when we apply IQR inference. For example, whenP = 0.6,
63.4% individual data is fully disclosed by using IQR. On
comparison, only 23.9% individual’s perturbation data lies
in the original privacy interval. In other words, 39.5% more
individual’s data was fully disclosed using IQR inference.

In this figure, we also show the number of fully disclosed
points when we apply IQR inference on original distribu-
tion. This shows one ideal case where we can 100% accu-
rately reconstruct the original distribution. We can see that
the more accurate the reconstructed distribution, the more
individuals fully disclosed.

Table 1 shows details on number of disclosed points (di-
rect, IQR ideal, IQR using AS) with varied individual’s pri-
vacy interval size (determined byP ). We can see that the
number of fully disclosed points in all three cases increases
when P increases. Table 1 also shows how average dis-
closureD varies withP . Recall thatD in general measures
how close the IQR obtained by attackers or snoopers is from
individual’s privacy interval. We can see thatD increases
whenP increases, which indicates more individual’s private
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Figure 4. Reconstructed stock/bands from bank data set usin g AS algorithm. The noise is Uniform
distribution [-125,125].

Table 1. Stock/bonds from Bank data set with Uniform noise [- 125,125], disclosure with 95% IQR,
information loss for AS is 14.6%

Intervalp % no. of disclosed points(100%) D
direct IQR ideal IQR with AS ideal AS

35 13.9 21.2 3.5 0.605 0.663
40 16.0 32.5 15.1 0.66 0.698
45 17.9 43.0 29.6 0.712 0.746
50 19.8 52.9 41.8 0.763 0.796
55 22.0 62.9 53.2 0.814 0.844
60 23.9 72.9 63.4 0.864 0.889
65 26.0 83.3 73.5 0.916 0.932
70 28.0 94.3 83.7 0.972 0.977
75 29.9 99.9 94.5 0.999 0.999
80 32.0 100 100 1 1

Table 2. Sinusoidal with Gaussian noise (0,8) using AS and SF methods

Intervalp % no. of disclosed points(100%) avg. D
direct IQR ideal IQR with AS IQR with SF ideal AS SF

60 46.6 69.3 62.2 6 0.838 0.845 0.699
65 50.1 72.2 65.0 22.8 0.855 0.856 0.735
70 53.3 72.4 67.7 61.5 0.871 0.866 0.875
75 56.4 75.3 70.5 64.1 0.888 0.877 0.882
80 59.2 78.4 73.2 66.7 0.906 0.889 0.889
85 62.1 81.6 76.0 69.2 0.926 0.900 0.897
90 64.6 90.2 78.9 71.8 0.950 0.913 0.905
95 66.9 1 82.1 74.4 1 92.6 91.3

100 69.2 1 85.6 77.0 1 0.94 0.922
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Figure 6. Disclosure analysis on Sinusoidal
with Gaussian noise (0,8) using AS and SF
methods)

information is disclosed. The information loss,I, in terms
of distribution, incurred by AS algorithm is 14.6%, which
suggests the AS algorithm can closely reconstruct the orig-
inal data.

5.2 IQR from Reconstructed Distribution Using
AS and SF with Gaussian Distribution

Since spectral filtering based method only works with
Gaussian distribution in principle, we use the second data
set and introduce a relative large Gaussian noise in our ex-
periment. Figure 6 and Table 2 show our result on Sinu-
soidal signal. We perturbed data using Gaussian noise with
mean 0 and standard deviance 8. The IQR obtained from
AS, SF, and the original distribution is [1.6,4.2], [1.2,4.5],
[2.05,3.9] respectively. We can see that IQR inference on
reconstructed distributions (AS and SF) can disclose more
individuals’ private information than that falsely assumed
by perturbation methods. We also show the percentage of
fully disclosed points andD under the ideal case where the
exact distribution is assumed to be reconstructed, AS case,
and SF case. This experiment shows the SF method gen-
erally does not do as well as AS when the noise level is
large. However, even IQR based on reconstructed distri-
butions from SF can disclose more individual information
than that falsely assumed by data owners. The information
loss for in terms of distribution incurred by AS and SF is is
32.9% and 47.0% respectively. Since SF method is claimed
to be able to reconstruct individual data, the correspond-
ing level of information loss in terms of individual data is

ae = ‖U − Ũ‖ = 200.2 andre = ‖U−Ũ‖
‖U‖ = 0.375 respec-

tively.

5.3 Disclosure vs. Information Loss

Figure 7 shows how disclosure varies with increasing
noise for a stock/bonds variable in the bank data set. We
perturb this data set using various uniform distributions with
range from 150 to 400. In Figure 7(a), we plot the num-
ber of fully disclosed points (using direct and IQR with AS)
with increasing deviation of the perturbed distribution while
we plot the average disclosure D with increasing deviation
of the perturbed distribution in Figure 7(b). We can see that
the greater the perturbation, the greater amount of loss of in-
formation. The number of fully disclosed points using IQR
decreases along the increased information loss.

6 Related Work

The scenario considered in this paper is that a single
party (data holder) holds a collection of original individ-
ual data while each individual data is associated with one
privacy interval specified by data owners. The data holder
is required not to disclose any individual data within its pri-
vacy interval when releasing data to the third party. The
authors, in [4], presented two models:corporate modeland
world wide web model. The first one assumes individually
identifiable information appears within a collection held by
someone other than the individual while the second one as-
sumes individuals provide the data in electronic form them-
selves. Our scenario is similar to corporate model with ad-
ditional requirements that each individual data has its own
privacy interval.

Previous research on randomization based privacy pre-
serving data mining has shown that the loss of accuracy can
be small relative to the loss of ability to estimate an individ-
ual item, although randomization based approaches lower
the accuracy of data mining results. However, the authors,
in [13], pointed out that random objects havepredictable
structures in the spectral domain and they present a random
matrix-based spectral filtering technique to retrieve original
data from the perturbed data.

There are two kinds of metric to define privacy. The first
one based on intervals was originally suggested in [2]. The
second one based on information theory was proposed in
[1]. The authors in [4] discussed how to define and mea-
sure privacy preservation in terms of both privacy policy
and practice in the wider community. Kantarcioglu et al., in
[12], initiated the study on whether various data mining re-
sults (i.e., aggregate information) affect individual privacy
even if secure multiparty computation-based protocol is ap-
plied and presented definitions to model the effect of the
data mining results on privacy. The authors, in [17], de-
fine both privacy and information at two levels: individual
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Figure 7. Stock/Bonds of Bank data set perturbed using Unifo rm distribution

vs. aggregate. The primary goal of privacy preserving data
mining is to share aggregate information while protecting
individual privacy. This is generally feasible because one
can trade aggregate privacy for aggregate information while
the individual privacy is maintained to be above some tol-
erance level. Muralidhar et al. in [15, 14] investigated pre-
viously proposed data perturbation methods, and analyzed
their effectiveness on bias and security measure. More re-
cently, the authors, in [7], investigated various noise addi-
tion methods and showed that it is possible to estimate the
distribution of the original data to achieve consistency and
unbiasedness. It was also pointed out that estimation of the
distribution of original data can lead to disclosure. Our pa-
per argues that those aggregate information which privacy
preserving data mining techniques try to keep unchanged
may compromise individual privacy under IQR inference
from the reconstructed data distribution (or aggregate infor-
mation). Note that once information is released, it will be
impossible to prevent misuse.

Various statistical disclosure control techniques (e.g.,[3,
16, 6, 8]) have been investigated in statistical database re-
search community. In most statistical database literatures,
the privacy concerned is about the re-identification of some
specific entries in the database.

7 Conclusions

Preserving privacy is a very important issue in many data
mining applications. Randomization-based techniques are
playing an important role in this domain. However, this pa-
per illustrates one challenge that these techniques face in
preserving the individual privacy, i.e., whether the recon-
structed distribution can be exploited by attackers or snoop-
ers to derive sensitive individual information. This paper
presented one simple attack based on Inter-Quantile Range
from statistics. The experimental results showed that thisis

a concern that we need to address.
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